
Why mackerel gains so much attention today? 
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～Since 2017; 2018 LOVE of Mackerel YEAR～
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Image so far

Regular Japanese menu; Grilled salted mackerel, 
Mackerel simmered with miso. 
These dishes are tasty but not popular

Mackerel contains plenty of EPA and DHA, which is 
great for brain. 

Latest image

Saba is now the hot trend, and has augmented targets.

Evolution of mackerel from People’s mackerel to “SABA”

Mackerel offers wide range of menus 
with tastiness, fashionable-style, 

juiciness, which has gained much more 
attentions to beauty from women. Now 
it’s known for fish of high quality and 

management of resource.  



Ⅰ. TV programs that featured mackerel from the end of 2017 to spring in 
2018

１．TBS ”Unknown world of Matsuko” 
Broadcast on December 5th 2017

２．TV Tokyo “Takeshi no Nippon no Mikata” 
Broadcast on February 23th 2018

３．NHK ”Asaichi”
Broadcast on February 27th 2018

４．Hearst Hujingaho “ELLE gourmet” 
Released on December 6th 2017
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１．TBS Wednesday 7:58pm~8:57pm 
“Unknown world of Matsuko” 
Broadcast on December 5th 2017

Welcome to the world which Matsuko doesn’t know…. On the TV show, Matsuko talks with a guest  of 
various kinds of genres one on one. The guest makes a presentation on their current hobbies,  things 
they are good at to Matsuko.  You can enjoy guest’s unique way of thinking and acute advice of 
Matsuko from consumers’ point of view. 

The first one is “Unknown world of Matsuko” which is broadcast on every Wednesday night in Kanto district, East Japan. 
This is the program a guest enthusiastically talks about his or her passions and makes a presentation to Matsuko, who is loved by 
overwhelming number of women with her frank remarks. Another reason of her popularity is that she has fair or similar ways of looking 
at things with consumers, which usually results in gaining empathy from women. 
In last December, a lady who called herself “sabajenne” appeared in the program, whose title was “World of canned mackerel.” and 
made a presentation passionately. 
Mackerel was introduced on the very beginning as follows. “The number of canned mackerel has overtook that of canned tuna which is 
loved by most of the Japanese, and this was the highest record ever!” “It has a great effect on beauty.” “It’s great because there are 
lots of ways to consume.” “Because of improved techniques and quality, it has become more delicious.”
As a result, Matsuko’s image toward mackerel has transferred from negative to positive as she said at the beginning, “I remember not 
liking canned mackerel in brine in my childhood. It’s not my thing”and she was not willing to try it at first. She commented at the end of 
the show, “Well, I didn’t imagine that the improvement of technology makes mackerel taste more delicious! I now know the reason why 
canned mackerel is more popular than that of tuna.”
There are many news on it after being featured in this program that the product is out of stock at shops or servers of online ordering 
system goes down. In fact, I’ve heard many people saying that the sales of canned mackerel have increased after the product being 
broadcast. 
There are also many women around me and said, “I’ve purchased tons of canned mackerel! I will eat it every single day if it’s great for 
skins!” These are the cases which I realized how influential TV programs are. 
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２．TV Tokyo Friday 9:54am~10:54am
”Takeshi no Nippon no Mikata” 

Broadcast on February 23th 2018
This is an intellectual entertainment TV show  that catches today’s trend, introducing various social phenomena 
occurring to modern Japanese. It is an intellectual entertainment program which is consisted of videotape recorders, 
ranging widely from academic article to voices of shopping streets, and talks of guests including Takeshi. This is 
because now….. talks of happiness of the Japanese. 

The second case is “Takeshi no Nippon no Mikata”, which is broadcast on every Friday.
It is an intellectual program navigated by Takeshi Kitano who was awarded the Legion of Honor, which is one of the highest France’s 
distinctions. 
The popular product,“Monosugoi saba”which is the processed Norwegian mackerel was featured in February on TV program whose title 
is“There are reasons for deliciousness!? Secret Japanese dish of winter.”
Koshida syoten in Ibaraki Prefecture that manufactures and sells Monosugoi saba explained that it purchased a year’s worth of 
Norwegian mackerel whose quality is high and stable.
There was Seafood from Norway logo on the piles of mackerel boxes on refrigerator. 
Italian and French restaurant chefs who were fascinated by Monosugoi saba introduced new menus. Norwegian mackerel has been 
highly recognized food material among chefs, because of its sustainability and eco-friendliness as well as its trusted tastes and quality. 
It was concluded by the phrase,“It is fish meals that represent Japanese culture.”
While Norwegian mackerel was mainly introduced for women with its great effects on beauty, stylishness and tastiness, Unknown World 
of Matsuko covered its background and cultural aspects as well as its quality and the place of origin. 
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３．NHK From Monday to Friday 8:15am～
9:54am “Asaichi” Broadcast on February 
27th 2018

Asaichi is a supermarket of information on good deals!!  Its concept is to meet viewers need by offering 
information they want, which is as though the program was a vigorous market. 
It covers wide range of topics ranging from social issues, politics, entertainment to practical information for living. 
It picks what housewives think is the most interesting  for topic every single day, and discuss from different 
angles of news. 
Furthermore, the TV program  recruits emails and fax while it’s on air and develop it with viewers simultaneously. 

The next one is the popular program “Asaichi”, which is popular morning program. Being featured by NHK, which is the national 
broadcast is of great value. This program starts with the phrases,“ Here is the canned mackerel which is very popular today. If NHK 
does not have thorough interview and perfect backing, NHK does not broadcast any news, if it doesn’t have thorough coverage and 
perfect backings, which means that the mackerel feature is worth being recognized as today’s hot trend or the topic which most of the 
viewers’ interests are on.
Starting with the fact that the amount of domestic production of fishery products has become the top of canned fishery products, a 
famous nutritionist introduced the utmost recipe which solves women’s problems. 
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４．Hearst Hujinga “LLE gourmet”
Released on December 6th 2017

Cooking magazine “Elle Gourmet” of the women’s fashion magazine “ELLE”  suggests you  prosperous lifestyle 
with food. There are many information on wide range of recipes ranging from everyday menus party dishes, food 
materials, kitchen tools, and informative details for shops and restaurants both inside and outside of Japan. 

The last part is the gourmet magazine, “Elle gourmet”
Since this is the gourmet magazine of fashion magazine; “Elle” which is issued by French publishing company, it suggests special stylish 
food lifestyle, not the everyday menu which is familiar to the average people. 
The quality of the pictures is very high, due to gourmet version of fashion magazine, and it has stable popularity from those who are 
interested in food and cooking. 
The recipes Michelin cooks and chefs at the poplar restaurants and cafes create were featured on the magazine whose theme was “The 
World falls in love with mackerel!?” which was released in December. Splendid dishes were introduced which doesn’t look like fish with the 
image of “plain”

In general, as regard to the magazines, the first feature has much more pages than the second and third features. This special edition of 
mackerel was at first the third feature, however it have finally come to be promoted to the second feature. Gourmet paid attention to 
mackerel out of other fish, and increased the volume of the contents of the features, which means overall acceptance of mackerel trend 
among food service industry. This means that mackerel is now accepted by the food service industry as today’s trend. 



Ⅱ Features except on media

１．Corporate PR・embracement of menu in launching products 

２．Eat-out：Luxury meal set, standardization of mackerel sandwich 

３．Introduction on recipe・gourmet site, book, social network service, and TV
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1. Corporate PR・Embracement of menus in 
launching products

● JR Central Passenger Bento(Lunch Box) “Saba Sando Box”（August 2017）
Although pork cutlet, eggs and ham sandwich are the standard for lunch box at stations, 
Saba sando; mackerel sandwich has appeared. 
Eating and drinking on train has lately been controversial on social network service, as 
“Smelly Terrorism,” while other aspects except tastes. The saba sando was finally released 
breaking through a barrier. 

●Lawson「Smoked mackerel sandwich」（November 2017）
As an autumn selection sandwich, it was sold only for a limited time. It is said that product 
commercialization is intensively competitive. When it is embraced, trend and popularity 
besides tastes are also assessed. 

●Suntory “Premium Morning Tea Lemon” 
Collaboration café Menu （April 2017）
Transparent iced tea which was released as a main product.
”Premium morning tea”
Saba sando; mackerel sandwich appeared on the menu at the collaboration café, which was 
the first temporal lemon flavor at Toranomon Hills in Tokyo. It was sold only between 8am 
~10am based on the product’s name, it became extremely poplar and therefore sold out all 
day. The impressive pictures of mackerels for the campaign are distributed, which utilizes 
Instagrammers who are sensitive to trends

●Kirin Spring Valley Brewery Corporation Website Contents (July 2017)
While every beer company sold craft beer and local beer, Kirin introduced main product, 
Spring Valley Brewery, which matches canned mackerel. It was embraced for summer 
contents beer companies put efforts the most. 
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2. Eat-out：Luxury meal set, Standardization of sandwich

●Revolution of dried fish! Monosugoisaba set of THE TEISYOKU SHOP 

“Monosugoisaba” set uses dried Norwegian mackerel, and is made with stone oven 

which is used for cooking pizza. It is a Teisyoku shop in Harajuku that many young 

people who are sensitive to fashion huddle. Tabelog magazine This winter, you will fall in love with fish burger.  

●Specialty shop of fish bread in Ogikubo “Edaone”

The main menu is mackerel sandwich which is an imitation of original saba sando of 

Turkey, and is only sold on Saturday and Sunday. This offers premium sandwich 

which is made with high quality Norwegian mackerel. 
Tabelog magazine This winter, you will fall in love with fish burger.  

●Specialty shop of fish burger in Tsukiji “UOMASA”

This is a new burger made by the owner who has shown his skills in New York and 

Moscow. The especially recommended home-made burger out of all the fresh fish 

burgers is “Roasted vinegar mackerel burger”, whose pickled mackerel is sandwiched 

by buns of natural yeast. NTV「Burari Tochu Gesha 」Broadcast on March 31th 2018 Oedo Line 

●Mackerel Sandwich sold at Costco 

Saba sando was introduced in “Costco Tsu”; blog of recommended product of Costco. 

A blogger commented; It is a famous Turkish food alongside with Kebab and is eaten 

often by local people. It’s our pleasure that we can easily eat dishes from abroad at 

Delica, Costco. This post attracted many attentions form its users. 

https://costcotuu.com/20170316/post_83101.html
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3. Recipe・gourmet site, book, SNS,  TV programs

●Many recipe books on canned mackerel in brine on publish 

As soon as mackerel became popular, recipe books soon started to 

sell dramatically. Mackerel was featured in the middle or on the 

top of book cover.

Not only books, but also on recipe sites like Cookpad, and websites 

of many food and drink companies was mackerel sandwich 

featured. 

●Mackerel is often on gourmet site・comprehensive sites

Including “Tabelog magazine” which introduces new food trend, 

there are more and more features about canned mackerel diet, 

prevention of freckles and skin spots, health, and nutrition which is 

directed for women.   

食べログマガジン https://magazine.tabelog.com/articles/25402

macaroni https://macaro-ni.jp/44381

ヒトサラ https://magazine.hitosara.com/article/903/

女性の美学 http://josei-bigaku.jp/saba0908/

Pinky https://pinky-media.jp/I0019637

All About Beauty https://allabout.co.jp/gm/gc/438554/

https://magazine.tabelog.com/articles/25402
https://macaro-ni.jp/44381
https://magazine.hitosara.com/article/903/
http://josei-bigaku.jp/saba0908/
https://pinky-media.jp/I0019637
https://allabout.co.jp/gm/gc/438554/



